PETREX is an international company with nine exclusive
representatives covering over 25 of the worlds largest petroleum and
petrochemical refining, producing, exporting, and importing
countries. Approximately one half of PETREX’s business is in the
international market.

Established in 1972, PETREX, Inc. is an environmentally driven company whose two main products are full
surface contact aluminum Honeycomb internal floating roofs and oil water separator cover systems. Both
products are designed to eliminate the air product interface and therefore the associated evaporation of
product and release of hydrocarbons. PETREX has over 40 successful years of experience in the industry.

The PETREX full surface
contact aluminum
honeycomb internal
floating roof is the
ultimate emission
controlling device for
fixed roof storage tanks.
It provides the
Maximum Achievable
Control Technology in
reducing the emission
of vapors and
complying with air
pollution regulations.
The design meets the
requirements of API
650, Appendix H.

PETREX Honeycomb full surface contact internal floating roofs function by the simple expedient of eliminating
a free liquid surface - the source of evaporation. Skin & Pontoon roofs are non-contact internal floating roofs
that function by intentionally having a free liquid surface that evaporates into a trapped space. This vapor
space has to become saturated and must remain saturated to prevent further evaporation.
PETREX HONEYCOMB

PONTOON AND DECK

Structure

Very uniform strength and flexibility in all
directions.

Vulnerable to structural failure and leaks at
pontoon end connections and leg
attachments caused by liquid surface
movement and setting internal floating roof
on tank bottom.

Product loss when internal floating roof is
set on legs

No trapped vapor to be lost.

Entire saturated trapped vapor space is lost.

Deck damage puncture or leak

“Double deck” construction, only liquid area
exposed created evaporation - no flooding.

Opening in single deck suspended above
product vents vast source of trapped
vapor.

Accessory location

Anywhere in internal floating roof, as
required by customer.

Dictated by widely spaced location of
pontoons and cross members.

Number of support legs

Uniformly spaced in a radial pattern.

Legs required at pontoon ends. Double the
number required.

Walking on internal floating roof.

Entire system rigid and supported by liquid.
No walkways required.

Suspended on unsupported sheet metal
above the liquid surface. Trampoline
effect.

Emissions from undulations

No trapped vapor to escape.

Product turbulence or burping lifts skirt,
expels vapors.

Overfilling

Experience has proven it to be very
resistant to damage.

Very vulnerable.

To be a qualified supplier to all branches of the U.S. Military, PETREX had to conduct and
pass a fire test. A 12 inch diameter hole was cut in a test panel while it was floating on
gasoline. The open area must burn for 120 minutes. To pass there must be no significant
damage to the panel, it must continue to float, and the fire cannot spread to the entire
surface of the fuel. A rim fire test is also required with the same acceptance criteria.

The following characteristics are fire safety related and have been
proven by hole and rim fire tests which were timed, photographed,
documented, and certified by Pittsburgh Testing Labs.
PETREX HONEYCOMB PANEL

PONTOON AND DECK

No vapors under panel.

Vast accumulation of vapor under sheet metal skin.

Barrier separating product from air is a double deck
sandwich at the liquid level. A leak does not release
trapped vapors nor allow liquid on deck.

Thin sheet metal barrier separating vapors from air is
above the liquid level. A leak releases vapors into the air
space.

If punctured, a 1 cubic inch cell will fill with product and
vapors.

If punctured, an 8 inch to 10 inch diameter pontoon
possibly 20 foot long or longer will fill with product and
vapors.

Being in contact with the stored product cools the
double deck sandwich panel.

The thin sheet metal skin suspended above trapped
vapor, not being cooled, is subject to destruction by fire.

Foam application is very simple from above or subsurface. Panel acts as an in-place foam blanket.

It is very difficult to get foam to the desired place at the
liquid surface either from above or sub-surface.

There is no fire residue that will block the path of foam
application.

Sunken or damaged parts may block path of foam
application.

Earthquake Safety Case Study
•

In 2000 PETREX provided six honeycomb roofs that were installed in an
earthquake prone location. These tanks all had steel pan roofs prior to a
devastating earthquake. During the earthquake the steel pans sank due to
product sloshing and all six tanks burned so severely that they were replaced.
The tank diameters ranged was from 54' to 120' . Extensive damage to several
other tanks was caused by the heavy steel pans. The level of the steel pans at
the time of the earthquake was visually evident. A four foot section all around
the outside of the tank was dented outward from the pan colliding with the shell.
The light weight aluminum honeycomb roof is much less likely to cause such
damage. Since the installation, PETREX has been informed of subsequent
earthquakes at this facility. Refinery personnel have inspected the roofs and
reported no damage to the roofs or tanks. Since that time, PETREX has provided
approximately 30 additional roofs for large tanks to this customer. They and are
all in service today.

•

The honeycomb roof is more flexible than a welded steel pan and is naturally
buoyant. Because of the flexible full surface contact design, the PETREX system
has a dampening effect on the turbulence created during an earthquake.

The light weight PETREX Honeycomb Internal
Floating Roof can eliminate the need for leg
bearing plates welded to the tank bottom
API-650, Appendix H.4.6.6 - “Steel pads or other means shall be
used to distribute loads on the bottom of the tank and provide a
wear surface. With the purchasers’ approval, pads may be
omitted if the tank bottom will support the live load plus the dead
load of the floating roof.” This language relates to steel pan
roofs. The PETREX honeycomb roof is five times lighter than a
same sized steel pan roof.
The PETREX support system
supports the combined live and dead loads without the need for
welded carbon steel bearing pads.
PETREX stainless steel leg spacers are in compliance with API650, Paragraph H.4.6.7 “Aluminum supports shall be isolated
from carbon steel by an austenitic stainless steel spacer, an
elastomeric bearing pad, or equivalent protection, unless
specified by the purchaser.”

Alternates to Leg Spacers
Leg Landing Plugs

Cable Suspension

PETREX Cable
Suspension System
The PETREX cable suspension
system eliminates leg penetrations
through the floating roof providing
better evaporation loss ratings and
less product loss.
The system allows the roof to be
changed from the operating
position to the maintenance
position and back from the top of
the tank’s fixed roof without
entering the tank.
The cable suspension system can
be provided with an optional third
level setting. This allows for the
roof to be suspended near the top
of the tank if future tank work
would be required.

The Honeycomb Panels are Installed in a Herringbone Pattern
that Provides Exceptional Deck Strength and Durability.

PETREX Panel Clamp Channels with Gaskets that
Seal the Floating Roof Panel Connections

PETREX Two Position
Support Leg
The six inch threaded stainless steel
nipple allows for plus or minus three
inches adjustment to accommodate for
tank bottom irregularities.
A lock ring is tightened on the nipple to
the leg flange to keep the roof leg in
adjustment while the roof is floating.
With the cap installed on the top of the
threaded nipple, the roof is held in the
maintenance or high leg position.

With the cap removed, the leg slides
through the threaded nipple as the roof
lands until the roof comes to rest on the
top of the stop ring to provide the
operating or low leg position.
A strap keeps the cap in the vicinity of
the leg for reinstallation when the roof is
to be returned to the maintenance
position.

PETREX Standard
Leg Panel
The PETREX leg panel is
fabricated with the support
leg attachment flange off-set
to one quadrant of the panel.
This allows the panel to be
“rotated” and/or “flipped”
into one of four orientations
to provide adjustment to
help miss piping, sumps,
thermal probes, diffusers, or
other obstructions inside the
tank below the internal
floating roof.

PETREX Vapor Mounted Seal Options
Vapor Mounted Primary and Secondary
Urethane Wrapped Foam Log Seals

Vapor Mounted Primary and Secondary
Cast Urethane Wiper Seals

PETREX Liquid Mounted Seal Systems
Liquid Mounted Primary Only Stainless
Steel Mechanical Shoe Seal

Liquid Mounted Stainless Steel Mechanical
Shoe with Secondary Shoe Seal

PETREX Pressure
Vacuum Vent
Each PETREX pressure vacuum
vent is designed to accommodate
up to 20,000 barrels per hour fill
or drain rate.
The gravity actuated design does
not require push rods that tend
to bind and fail. They do not
require manual attention to
change rods from maintenance
to operating position and back.
When out of service the vent can
also be used as a man way to
access the top side of the floating
roof from the underside.

PETREX Aluminum Honeycomb Internal Floating Roof
Light / Strong / Durable / Easy to Install

Because the panels are too large to be passed through a shell man way, PETREX can provide a panel access
hatch. It allows for placement of the panels into the tank and provides future tank access for inspections,
modifications, and or repairs. Inserting materials through the fixed roof of an existing tank eliminates the
need to cut a door sheet, perform x-ray testing, hydro-testing, and dispose of contaminated water used in
the hydro-test. For Geodesic dome roof tanks, a single dome panel can be removed for the insertion of the
floating roof panels. It can then be reinstalled after the panels are inside the tank.

Aluminum Honeycomb Panels are lightweight.
Weighing approximately 32 pounds each.
Allows for single worker handling.

Perimeter panels are easily field cut to provided precut drawing dimensions.
Perimeter panels can also be cut from shell to allow for some tank deviation.

The location of the leg flange in each leg panel allows it to be positioned
to miss most internal obstructions below the internal floating roof.

Appurtenance penetrations are field located allowing for
adjustment from design to actual location. Penetrations must
be located a minimum of two feet in from the tank shell.

